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Fidelis Cybersecurity Overview
Creating a world where attackers have no place left to hide.

Key Facts

Company

 z Founded 2002

 z 320+ employees

 z 40% annual growth

 
Solutions

 z Fidelis Endpoint™

 z Fidelis Network™

 z Incident Response

 z Security Consulting

 
Management

 z Peter George 
President & CEO

 z David Macey 
SVP, Worldwide Sales

 z Kurt Bertone 
Chief Technology Officer

 z Michael Buratowski 
VP, Services

 z Richard Darer 
Chief Financial Officer

 z Michael Evans 
Chief Marketing Officer

 z Brian Karney 
SVP, Products

 z Jerry Mancini 
VP, Engineering

The world’s most sensitive data is too exposed. Too vulnerable. Too naked. At Fidelis, we 
protect that data by identifying and removing attackers no matter where they are hiding 
on your network and endpoints. Yes, others claim it. They do so routinely. But Fidelis goes 
beyond buzzwords. We live up to our claims and we don’t take “no” for an answer. 

The Problem We Solve Is Well Known
Every day security teams face well-funded adversaries. Inspired by a range of motives, 
these attackers have a single mission — to steal intellectual property, customer 
information and sabotage critical infrastructure. Fidelis prevents attackers from 
achieving this mission.

Our Customers Are Well Known
Forty percent of the world’s most valuable brands trust Fidelis to secure their most 
critical assets.1 Our customers include hundreds of organisations including:

 z The world’s largest technology company

 z The largest life insurance company in the United States

 z The world’s largest software company

 z The United States Department of Defence

But attackers don’t discriminate based on size. That’s why our customers also include 
a 250-person financial services US firm, a 500-person clean energy manufacturer, 
hospitals, universities and companies of all types and regions.

The Difference — Passion and Performance, Not Promises
The daily reality our customers face isn’t an abstraction or a PowerPoint to us. It is what 
we live every day. Here’s how we make it possible for our customers to succeed.

 z Network + Endpoint + Mobile: We leave attackers no place to hide by detecting 
attackers on your network across all ports and protocols. Then, we pursue them out 
to the endpoints where your data lives.

 z Detect Attacks Others Miss: Other solutions look for malware and call it quits. We 
keep going. We can detect the full array of attackers’ tools and tactics. Let us prove it 
to you.

 z See Attacks in the Past: The past is the present because most attacks are not 
detected until days or months after they occur. We capture rich metadata from the 
network and endpoints so you can link new intelligence to past events.

 z Pivot from Detection to Investigation: Too much information is as dangerous as not 
enough. We don’t make work for you with a deluge of alerts. We save you time by 
enabling you to move from alert to investigation with a single click, within a single 
solution. 

 z Visibility Across the Attack Lifecycle: Find and stop attackers at every stage. With 
Fidelis you can see attackers moving laterally, staging data and more.

1 http://www.forbes.com/powerful-brands/list/



Fidelis Cybersecurity protects the world’s most sensitive data. We reduce the time it takes to detect attacks and resolve security incidents. 
With Fidelis you’ll know when you’re being attacked, you can retrace attackers’ footprints and prevent data theft.

Contact Us Today to Learn More About Fidelis
Fidelis Cybersecurity | +44 (0) 203 021 2500 | info@fidelissecurity.com
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Compromise Assessment

Fidelis Products — Built to Go Deep
Attackers hide their exploits deep inside your organisations, email and endpoints. Fidelis 
digs as deep as attackers hide. Our products enable organisations to reduce the time it 
takes to detect and resolve incidents, prevent data theft and stop attackers at every stage 
of the attack lifecycle. 

Fidelis Network™

With Fidelis Network, analysts can 
quickly detect attacks, investigate them, 
reconstruct attacker activity and prevent 
data theft at every stage of an attack.

Fidelis Endpoint™

Automate your response to security 
incidents by getting the visibility and 
context required to identify and stop 
attacks as they are unfolding.

Security Consulting
Our consulting team has decades of intensive, hands-on experience helping 
organisations prepare for and respond to critical security incidents of all kinds. We offer 
a comprehensive portfolio of services that include proactive assessments and incident 
response. 

Highlights

Products

 z Detect advanced attacks others 
miss

 z Reduce the time to detect and 
resolve incidents

 z Correlate seemingly unrelated 
network activity and behaviour

 z Prevent data theft

 z Improve analyst efficiency

 z Enable hunting on the network 
and endpoints

 z Implement SOC-like capabilities 
for smaller teams

 
Security Consulting

 z Incident responders to high-
profile breaches

 z Experts in the tools and tactics 
of advanced attackers

 z We know what works and what 
fails based on our first-hand 
experience responding to high 
profile security incidents over 
the past decade

 z Certified PCI Forensic 
Investigator

 z Experience responding to over 
3,500 cases

 z Developed the world’s first 
security operation centre (SOC)

“With Fidelis we are 60% more 
efficient in identifying compromises. 
We reduced response-related costs 
by 17% and are able to recover 50% 
faster from incidents.”

– CISO, Financial Services Firm

Security Programme Review

SOC Development

PCI Services

IR Readiness Assessment

PREPARE

Proactively assess your security 
programme and improve you ability to 
respond to a future incident.

DETECT

Evaluate your enterprise to determine if 
attackers are active in your environment 
or have been in the past.

Incident Response Retainers

Incident Response Services

Litigation Support

RESPOND

Immediate assistance to determine the 
scope of the incident, remove attackers 
and re-secure your network.


